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Case study
Import_html and silentway.com
Tony Brooke of Silent Way Remote Recording and Equipment Rental approached me
directly in response to my request for support for the Drupal6 port of import_html. He
made a donation in good faith via the ChipIn funding system, and volunteered his site
as a case study. A little self-interest goes a long way, and both of us stand to gain from
trying that out.
Putting his site on the line like that, I'm sure he'll forgive the critiques I may drop on the
design in the course of the study. As a site goes, it's both a bad and good example of
a site needing migration.
Bad in that it has a few markup flaws, exemplifying a whole generation of
handmade website designs. That's why it needs upgrading.
Good in that this is precisely the sort of target site import_html was built for! It
also doesn't contain too much magic or layout and graphic design oddities. The
pages are consistent in form. If it was truly handmade, at least a template was
used throughout.
The following steps are one path through a site conversion. The order of the steps
may change a little, and as it was done while the Drupal6 import_html module was
under development, a bit of backtracking and rework was done behind the scenes.
This case study may end up as a "how it should have been done" after a few reviews
of the process happened.
It's a combo walkthough, demonstration, partial docs... and partly just notes to self as I
find things that need explaining or fixing in the UI.

First look
I'm not going to try to understand the content of the
site, but need to get an idea of the technical structure.

I click through a little and see it's pretty consistent. We
have a standard header & footer. Page body is
standard HTML markup (good). Although wrapped in a
structural table (predictable).
There's a title and subtitle block that will need special
handling, an embedded ad bar that we'll need to strip,
but no big challenges.
.. As long as the half-dozen pages I found are
representative of the rest.
There's a few proper
tables. Being used to
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present tabular data, so
that's fine.
There's a forum - which
is out-of-scope for now,
and a few special pages outside of this template, which I'll ignore or deal with as we
get there.
Folder structure is quite important. I rely on it for the navigation metaphor (handmade
header nav buttons don't count). I can't really comment on that until I look closer. It
seems that most of the site is dumped in flat named pages in the siteroot, but there
may be more.
To really understand the site, I need a closer look.
But at this point, the site looks like a perfect candidate for import_html.
FTR, warning signs would have been dynamic-looking pages (asp,php,cgi) with arguments in the
URLs, or highly nested 'skins' with lots of embedded images creating a flashy look&feel.

Get a copy
The process is thoroughly discussed in the walkthrough document distributed with the
module, but to get behind the scenes, and assuming no magic powers on the target
server, I grab a mirror of a chunk of the site.
I make a temporary directory (actually under my devel site files/ folder to be tidy)
cd /var/www/drupal6/sites/devel.drupal6.gadget/files
mkdir silentway; cd silentway;
wget -k -m -r http://www.silentway.com/

I have no idea how big it is, and don't really care, so I just let it run for a minute.
... Hm, I see it's found the forum and is starting to follow the dynamic URLs inside
there. That won't help. Stop the process and run again:
wget -k -m -X/forum -r http://www.silentway.com/

Cool, I'm seeing a few dozen pages and a few dozen images come in one-by-one.
I stop the process after about 40 pages. That'll do for now.
I have a look at the new folder...
Looks totally logical so far. Even the images directory has some
structure in. Filenames are intuitive. A totally natural plain-HTML
website!
Should be no trouble.
At this point I'm game to take a dry-run and see what happens.
Using my current dev version of import_html DRUPAL-6
(screenshots may change a bit) I hit the settings and give it a go.
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FIRST - configure the settings how I think we want it.
THEN - snapshot the database for easy roll-back. I use
backup_migrate.module on remote sites, but as I'm local I just
use the MySQL admin tools.
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/gui-tools/5.0.html
With
the
snapshot safely available, I'll
try an import.
Here's the settings that I'll
start with:
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Running an import
Looks good. For a test, I'll just select a few html files, leave the images out for now.
When testing, it's more reliable to use the 'Import Files'
(immediately) button rather than the batch job. That
way we see the results on the page and catch errors
easier.

Exactly what I expected to see. The import template needs a look at, but we've got a
result:

(Actually that screenshot was from a version where I did include a few images)

Template Strategy
What's happening is that the default conversion template looks for a few keyword IDS
(like and element called #content) and eventually just includes the whole <body> as
the content.
That's getting us pretty close, but it's not nice enough yet.
Looking at this case example, I've got two options - either find out what the rules are
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for semantically defining what the actual content is - or add some rules to discard what
the content isn't and see what we've got left. I'm thinking the second approach is
easier, I'll do that.
At this point we can start on our custom XSL template. Maybe soon I'll add something
in the UI that assists with this, but editing an XSL is the most powerful.

A custom XSL template
The module comes with two starter templates and a few examples.
html2simplehtml.xsl is the built-in, but it contains much more logic and fallbacks than

we need.
simplehtml2simplehtml.xsl is the one to start with. I copy it into a new file called

silentway2simplehtml.xsl in the same directory.
Despite the horrors of XSL, this really is a pretty simple file.

... relatively speaking.
It grabs the body, grabs the title, removes the title from the body flow if needed, puts
some classes around them to make sure we can find them later, and we have a simple
HTML result.
For this job (and here's where it starts to get custom per-site) I will want to :
remove the header and footer navigation blocks (they are conveniently labelled
for me)
and strip the large layout table, leaving inline data tables behind.
For a bigger job I may try using an XSL editor, but this one is pretty easy, so I'll just
hack straight in. It looks like this:
<xsl:template match="*[@class='noindex']">
<!-** silentway **
Remove Nav stuff from the flow altogether.
-->
</xsl:template>

Happiness is due to that class=noindex being something I can find easily. Semantics
are good.
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Testing
Now... we have a 'demo' button which we can use for
non-permanent, repeated testing. That's the button to
hit now while reviewing the import process.
The demo page is handy as you can keep pressing
refresh while testing and tuning the import stylesheet.
(this doesn't work to well with the multistep Drupal API
form)
I could use the local mirrored path, but the remote URL is just as good.
I hit next and (hopefully) see a preview of the result...
This is exactly what I hoped for. (I'm glossing over the three hours of debugging and
improvements I decided to do to the module while testing)

Node field values
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The HTML page looks as good as can be expected without discarding ALL the old
formatting stuff.
We have a title, a target URL, and if you look close, you can see that the internal links
have been re-written to where the other pages would be ... if we imported the other
pages too.
Even the keywords from the old HTML body are ready to be turned into taxonomy
tags.
There is a framework in place for third party modules to add their own values as best
they can. CCK is the prime example. Nodewords (meta tags) is a really easy example,
and requires almost no special handling.
Precision
There may be a message saying that the system was not confident that it had found
the right content. This is from a bit of logic in the XSL that failed to find any explicit
content, and fell back to just the body tag. This is the 'worst case' scenario (barring
actual crashing) hence the '0%' confidence level.
When a fallback is used, a 'precision' flag is set along with a message about the
guesswork the template had to use.
We have decided that the HTML body tag IS in fact what we wanted for this site, so I
can change that message by setting precision=0.9 (I'm confident, but there may be
issues I've not yet found) on the content element in the XSL. Precision just helps
debugging at the moment - it doesn't affect the workings. We may later add logic like
"don't import if you are not confident you got it right"
Get your Drupal site ready
At this point we could add even more tricks to the custom XSL template to suit our site
and how we want it to look. It looks like we may be able to:
discard some colors and stuff,
replace some inline styles with semantic classes
or pull our the intro paragraph into a special style - or use it as the teaser.
I won't do that yet, but the process will be to:
revisit your existing Drupal admin options and make sure the modules you intend
to use are enabled
If using cck, add the appropriate field definitions to your node types, named as
described in the import_html help document.
Get your pages to a point where you can add a single normal page the normal
way (through create content, copy&paste) and be happy that the destination site
is ready to go, incorporating all the features you want.
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THEN come back to the template and see if the import content can find its way
into your Drupal node content.

Try the import
We are ready to go.
I started with a few subfolders, direct import. Once I saw they
were working, I returned to the top and was able to select all
and run the batch process.
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Issues/Gotchas
I've seen errors when editing the nodes post-import saying, eg
Topic cannot be longer than 255 characters but is currently 374 characters long.

Where 'Topic' is the free-tagging vocabulary the 'keywords' ended up in.
Sure enough, there were a several dozen keywords there. Keyword-stuffing deserves
to be punished, so I'll leave that as "by Design" because Drupal core is helping you by
preventing a ridiculous amount of tags. :-B
Placeholder pages
Due to the architecture of the Drupal Menu system, it proved problematic to build sites
from the bottom up and still give them valid menu items. A page three levels deep
needs its parents to exist. I spent a lot of time trying to create 'directory index' type
callbacks, but looking at the result it became hard for later editors to 'edit' them or rearrange the menus when the parents were not exactly content nodes. It meant
cheating the menu system too much.
As a fix, empty parent pages are created on the fly as needed when there is a
subdirectory containing structured content but no 'index.html' type page. This may
create a few redundant 'placeholder' pages. These can be found in the content
management and renamed as needed. Deleting them will cause the contents to
'bubble up' in the menu, which is probably pretty good behaviour. Or you can fill those
placeholder pages out with section overview content. Also good.
If a directory is found to contain an index.html page, that is used in that place, and all
behaves like a normal website.
A special exception to this (and well illustrated in this sample site) is that if a folder
contains both a sectionname.html file and a sectionname/ subfolder , and the
sectionname/ folder contains no index.html file, then sectionname.html becomes
the default parent of sectionname/* files. This is just excellent as it intuitively reflects
the structure of moderately well designed sites ... although it's really just a side-effect
of the URL truncation.
If there is both a sectionname.html and a sectionname/index.html file .. they will
fight it out for the 'sectionname ' path alias. Last one standing wins.
Menu Link Labels
Our imported pages have full, descriptive titles ... but most are like 30-50 characters
long. That just doesn't fit in a menu or sitemap as link labels. You are going to have to
shorten them - like to one or two words.
I haven't got code that can do that and make any sense, so instead page titles longer
than {24 characters} are replaced with a tidied version of the filename. I've tried both,
and leaving the full page title as a menu item just can't work. Truncating it is even
worse. Instead you get a few (dozen) pages that need better titles.
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